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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
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SIMULTANEOUS REPRESENTATIONS IN DISCRETE 
STRUCTURES 
Vera TRNKOVA 
Abstract: For every sequence of monoids 
o 1 l 
there exists a directed graph (X,R) such that, for every i = 0,1, 
2,..., M. is isomorphic to the endomorphism monoid End t1(X,R),» 
where . - . 
t°(X,R) = (X,R), t(X,R) = (X,Ru Re R), t1 + i(X,R) = t(t l(X , R) ) . 
A more general setting of simultaneous representation is introdu-
ced and stronger and more general results are presented . 
Key words: Directed graph, representation of monoids., full 
embeddings of categories. 
Classification: 18A22, 18B10, 20M30, 20M50, 05C20. 
I. Introduction. Every group is isomorphic to the group of 
all automorphisms of a graph (CF,SJ), every monoid (~ semigroup 
with a unity) is isomorphic to the monoid of all endomorphisms of 
a graph (CHP,PH}). The next generalization leads to the investi-
gation of full embeddings of small (or concrete) categories into 
the category of graphs. Let us recall that a functor 
<£> . % _^ u 
of a category #C into a category #£ is called a full embedding 
iff it is faithful (i.e. one-to-one on each set of morphisms 
with the same domain and codomain) and full (i.e. for every a,be 
o. obj X , $ maps the set $(a,b) of all 3C-morphisms with the 
domain a and codomain b onto the set #£(£(a), $>(b)). The results 
of tF,Sl and [HP,PH3, mentioned above, fit into this field of 
problems by putting % to be a one-object category. The full em-
beddings of categories and related field of problems are investi-
gated in the monograph CPT1. 
In the present paper, we investigate how some "standard con-
structions" influence the selecting of morphisms. For example, 
let R bs a binary relation on a set X, R its transitive hull. 
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Then the monoid M of all endomorphisms of the directed graph 
(X,R) is a submonoid of the monoid M of all endomorphisms of 
(X,R). Are there some other relations between M and M ? Our ans-
wer is no: for arbitrary two monoids M, M such that M£M there ' 
exists (X,R) with M-=-/End(X,R) and JM^-End(X,R/). 
We adopt the categorical language and categorical descrip-
tion of this idea. Let us formulate the main definition of the 
simultaneous representation. Denote by Cat the category of all 
small categories and all functors. Let *€ :D —*- (tat be a diagram 
(a functor), let 3 be a diagram over the same scheme D such 
that, for every <r € obj D, 5)(<r) is also a category (but not ne-
cessarily small) and, for each morphism m € D( <T ,cr'), 3} (m) is a 
functor of the category 3) (C ) into the category 3(c'). A simul-
taneous representation of the diagram *€ in the diagram S is a 
natural transformation 3> = •£ ̂  | C e obj Ul such that each $a 
is a full embedding of the category ^(cr) into the category 
3(c). 
If you admit "the category of all categories", the formula-
tion of this general definition could be simplified. However, in 
the investigated problems, the diagram 3) J £ jpiven and its cheme 
is usually rather small. It is composed from some current catego-
ries (usually not small) and some current functors (describing 
some natural construction) and we ask which diagrams Stf in (Lett 
(over the same scheme as the given 3) ) have simultaneous repre-
sentations in 3* . In the above example, 3 is the diagram 
Graph —^-> Graph, 
where Graph is the category of all directed graphs (X,R) and all 
their compatible maps (see tPT3), and h is the functor which 
sends each (X,R) to its transitive hull (X,R) and is identical on 
morphisms (clearly, h is really a functor). The investigated que*-
stion: for which small categories k,, k2 and functors K:k,—> k2 
does exist a simultaneous representation in 3 , i.e. there exist 
full embeddings & :k,—• Graph, §*y^i—*» Graph such that 
h o $ t = c$2 o K ? 
Since h is a faithful functor and* $. , <jL are required to be 
faithful, K must be also faithful, obviously. Is this condition 
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sufficient? The positive answer is contained in the Theorem 1 of 
the present paper . This gives not only the above result about the 
monoids M£M (if k, and k2 are both chosen to be one-object cate-
gories) but we obtain from it e . g . the following: there exists an 
arbitrarily large rigid set Si, of binary relations on the same 
set X (rigid in the sense that if there exists a compatible map 
f:(X,R) — > (X,R') for some R,R' e 31 , then necessarily R = R' and 
f is the identity) such that the transitive hulls of all R E £ 
coincide and the unique obtained (X,R) h^s its endomorphism mo-
noid isomorphic to a prescribed monoid M. (This is obtained by 
the choice k2 to be a one-object category with the morphism part 
formed by M and k, to be a discrete category, i.e. it has only 
unit morphisms, the functor K sends them all to the unique unit 
morphism of k«.) 
The main results of the present paper are concentrated in 
the last part III. We investigate there not only the transitive 
hull functor h, but also single steps in its" construction send-
ing (X,R) to (X,RuRoR) (this leads to the result mentioned in 
the Abstract), the functor s, sending (X,R) to (X,RuR ) (simi-
lar problems are investigated in tHl and I.HN3), and also the ca-
tegory Bi Graph of all bigraphs (X,R1,R2) (both R ^ R ^ X x X ) si-
multaneously with the forgetful functors 
F i 
Bi Graph d Z ^ Graph 
F2 
sending (X,R,,R2) to (X,R,) and to (X,R2). The part II forms a 
technical basis for the constructions of simultaneous representa-
tions. The Lemma proved there is used not only in the part III 
of the present paper, but it is useful also in the construction 
of simultaneous representations in continuous structures (which 
will appear e lsewhere) . 
Finally, let us mention thai the definition of simultaneous 
representations can be further generalized - the categories *€ (cf ) 
also need not be sma l l . This further generalization is used in 
Part III of the present paper, 
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II. Technical basis of simultaneous representations 
II.1. Let us recall that Cat denotes the category of all 
small categories and all functors. A commutative square in Cox 
is called a subpullback if the factorizing morphism' K:k -
(where ^?kl ^J^l is a pullback in <Lat ) 
is a full embedding. 
11.2. Let us denote by da the category of all directed 
graphs (X,R) (i.e. X is an arbitrary set, R E X * X ) such that 
(i) (X,R) has no loops (i.e. never (x,x)&R) 
(ii) (X,R) is connected (i.e. for all x,yeX [not necessa-
rily distinct! 
there exist x =x,x,,...,x =y in X such that, for every i=l,...,n, 
( xi-l , xi ) € R u R" 1 ) 
and all their compatible maps (i.e. f:(X,R)—>(X',R') is a mor-
phism of <fr iff (x,y)s R «=^(f(x),f(y.)) G R'). By tPT, 8.5 and 
8.6 on p.53 and Theorem on p.1043 every small category k can be 
fully embedded into (& * 
11.3. Let D=(D,^) be a pdset (=partially ordered set). We 
consider it also a a thin category, i.e. if d,^d2, then 
D(d,,d2) contains precisely one morphism, let us denote it by 
d9 
(d ) ; if d j * d2, then O(d 1 ,d 2 ) - -0. 
For every poset (D,^) with a last element t and arbitrary 
d 6 D, let us denote by ^r, . the following category: the ob-
' o 
jects are all pairs (X,«{Rd|d e D,d £d }) such that 
a) (X,R^) is an object of <&; 
b) if d ^ d , , th 2- ™en R E R d 
2 
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morphisms are all 
f 4 (X, i R d | d € D, d > d Q \ ) -—> ( X ', T R d | d € D, d Z d Q\) 
which are R dR d~compatible for all d € D , d - d . 
For every (0,^) with a last element t, the diagram 
is defined in a natural way as follows: 
for every d€ D, *%(d) e <& D (hence ^ Q ( t ) = <& ) ; 
if dl£d2, then ^( dJ): S | d i — *
 &0?d2
is the natural 
forgetful functor, iv.e. it sends any (X,-^R . |d Zd, }) to 
(X,-?Rd |d Z d 2 y ) and every morphism f to f again. Let us deno-
te V ^ ^ ̂ 2 . 
11*^- Lemma . Let D = ( D , ^ ) be a poset with a last element t . 
Let *irf:D—$> Cat be a diagram such that, for every d , , d 2 e D , d,^. 
d 2 
^ d 2 , the functor ^ ( d ) is f a i t h f u l . Then *•£ has a simultaneous 
representation in ^ n -
Moreover, if d =d,A d 2 in D and the square 
^•V 
^ (d 1 ) ^ " l L ̂ (d } 
€(t) 
^(d
2) . 2 *(* ) 
o Ĺ 
is a subpullback in €<xt , then every (X,{Rd|d e D,d > d *) repre-
senting an object of Sf(d )' (i.e. being an image of an object of 
'^(d ) in the component <Jd : <€(d ) * ^ n ^ o ^ °* *
ne c o n s"t r u c~ 
o 
ted simultaneous representation $ = -t §d |deD$) f u l f i l s 
Rdo = " V %• 
o 1 2 
Remark. Let $ : *€ —> *t^n be a simultaneous representation 
of a diagram <£:0—>&xt . Since a l l the forgetful functors 
. d2 
VD^d ' ^ f o r a 1 1 d l ^ °V a r e f a i ' t n f u l» a n d $d > $d a r e a l s o 
1 - 637 - 1 2 
faithful, the equation 
<L • <ćҶ r i
2) = 2 r i









implies that ¥(_, ) must be faithful as w e l l . Hence the lemma gi-
al 
ves a necessary and sufficient condition for a representability 
of ^:D—>(ZaX in T^D. 
Proof of the lemma 
II.5. Let k be a small category, U be a faithful functor of 
k into the category Set of all sets and all maps. Then there ex-
ists a full embedding 
$ .k __*. <0 
such that 
for every a€ obj k, $(a) = (X,R) contains U(a) (i.e. U(a)cX) 
for every msk(a,a'), $(m) maps U(a) into U(a') as U(m). 
This follows from 7.3 on page 52, 1.5 on page 59 and Theorem in 
1.11 on page 104 of tPT3. Following tPTJ , we say that $ is an 
extension of U. 
II.6. Let a poset D = (D,^) with a last element t be given, 
d2 
gram such that the functors *£( . let ^:D —><£bJt be a dia £(. ) are 
al 
faithful for all d1=£d2. Let 
M : k t — * Set 
be the Cayley-Mac Lane representation of the category k.= *Ttf(t) 
(i.e. M(a)= . U-. „ k.(b,a), M(m) sends every pek(b,a) to m o p ) . 
XT € Q<Q, fe X 
Let ^f:k.—*• <& be a full embedding, which is an extension of M. 
We may suppose that no !£f(a), a s- obj k., contains a cycle (see 
3.5 on p.108 of TPT3). 
Denote Y(a) = (Xg,Rfl). Thus M C a ) ^ ^ . 
II.7. We may suppose that for every pair d,, d2 of distinct 
elements of D, the sets obj ^(d,) and obj *6(d2) are d i s j o i n t . 
Put 
r = ^ D 0 b j ^ ( d )-
Let $(Y ,T )| y e F } be a collection of objects of d> , rigid 
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in the following sense: if there is a compatible map fr(Y^,T~)--> 
.—>- (Y^,,^,), then necessarily y= y1 and f is the identity 
(such a collection is the result of a full embedding of a disc-
rete category h with obj h = P into d_- ). Moreover, we may sup-
pose that no (Y^Lp) contains a cycle (see 3.5 on p.108 of [PTJ 
again). For every -y € P , we form a graph H^. = (A_,S.O as fol-
lows : 
V = Vfufy,p,q} u f ( p , i ) | i = l , . . . , 7 } u { ( q , i ) | i = l , . . . , 9 } , 
sy = T y u ^ (p>q)5 u - i ( q > y ) > ( y > y H y e Y r } u 
u l ( ( p , i ) . ( p , i + l ) ) | i = l , . . . , 5 i u i ( p , ( p , l ) ) . T U 
u - t ( p , ( p , 7 ) ) , ( ( p , 7 ) , ( p , 6 ) ) , ( ( p , 6 ) , p ) } u 
u - U ( q , i ) , ( q , i + l ) ) | i - T , . . . , 7 } u l (q , (q, i ))j . D 
u 4 ( q , ( q , 9 ) ) , ( . ( q . 9 ) , ( q , 8 ) ) , ( ( q , B ) , q ) } . 
(Informally: denote by G. . an i-cycle and j-cycle glued toget-
* J •> 
her along one arrow, denote its end by z. . ; we form H.y- from 
(Ŷ .,T̂ u) by the adding of new three vertices y, p, q and joining 
p with q, q with every vertex in Y-̂  and every vertex in Yor with 
y; finally we glue a copy of G, - on p identifying p with Z-. -. 
and a copy of G-, 9 on q identifying q with -̂j ̂ . ) 
Finally, denote by (B,Q) the graph G-, 5 (with £- •£-, .-), i.e. 
B = -U,( £,i)\ i = l, ... ,55 
Q = \{£ , U ,1))} u{{{ £,i),(i ,i + l))| 1 = 1,2,3} _y 
u*(i ,(i,5)),((i,5),(i,4)),<(^,4),^)}. 
II.8. Now, we define $4-#-k.—** ̂ n("t) = <S» . For every 
a € ob j k., put $ t(a) = (
x
a>Ra)> where 
x_ = ̂ _^ XQ x (B N U J ) u M ( a ) x U .y) x (Ay\ .y}) 
3 a a Jf € P o 
RQ = R UT}UT 2, with a a a a' 
Ta = 4((x,r1),(x,r2))|x€5Ta, ( r ^ r ^ e Q, ^ =1= i * r-} u 
u4((x,r1),x)|x6ta,(r1, ̂  )e Q}u-i(x,(x,r2))|x eX_,( _ ,r-)e Qf, 
Tg = <((x,(^,r1)),(x,(y,r2)))|xsM(a), yeP,(r1,r2)6 Sjy.rĵ ^ y4*r2iu 
u4((x,(^,r1)),x) |xe M(a),y e P,(r1,y)e S ^ } . 
(Informally: we start from __"(a) = (Sf ,F. ) and glue a copy of G, c 
r~> a a _>,> 
on £ach element x of X by identifying x with the vertex <* of 
this copy Lthis is described by T* J ; then we glue a copy of each 
H~, on each element x of M(a) by identifying x with the vertex y 
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of this copy Ithis is described by T 2 J . ) 
The definition of <$ t(m): $t(a) —** $ t(a'), for m ekt(a,a'), 
is obvious: it extends ^(m) and it maps the copy of G-j 5 (or H^) 
glued on x onto the copy* of G-j 5 (or Hr) glued on x= lY(m)](x) 
such that it sends (x,r) (or (x,3r,r)) to (x,r) (or (T, #-,r), re-
spectively) . 
Clearly, |. is a faithful functor of kt into <& . We show that 
it is full: a compatible map f:(X .R )—* (Xa, ,FL, ) has to map a 
d d d d ^ ^ 
copy of G, c onto a copy of G, 5 again; hence it maps X into X , 
because Y(a') and H~, y e r , contain 'no G-j 5 ;; since T is 
full, there exists mekx(a,a') such that "!f(m):X — > X is a 
domain-range-restriction of f; since f senc-s every copy of G, 7 
and G, « on G, 7 and G, 9 again and since the collection $ \\J\yz P$ 
is rigid, necessarily f is equal to $ t(m). 
11.9. Let d, e D, d,<t, be given. We construct $ . : 
: ̂ (d,)—>QJ> D d . For every a e ob j
 tf(d1), denote a(t)= [<£(* )](a). 
For every f & P , x € M(a(t)), denote vx - = ((x,?*,p),(x,y,q))€ 
eW a ( t ). We put 
<$>d (a) = ( X . - l R ^ d e D ^ d ^ ) , 
where (X,Rt)= $t(a(t)) (i.e. (
x
a(t)»^a(t))
 i n the notation of 
II.8) and, for every d 2eD, d,-s.d2<t, 
RH = *$vv J T* obj <e(d) with d *tf rJ9 and x= [^(dbj (<* ) for 
a2 x»^ z d9 d, 
some morphism oc € ( c€(d2))( Sf (d*)(y)» ̂ ( d )(a))^ . 
(In the definition of Rd , we use that M : k t — * Set is the Cayley-
Mac Lane representation, hence the morphism oc in the category 
d9 d9 
<^(d2) [from the object S?(d )(y) into the object <£(d )(a)J is 
t 





2 ( < £ d (a))= 4>d (
<if(d
2)(a)) for all d ^ d 2 and a e o b j ^ d ^ , 
because the definitions of the relations Rd, d>d 2, are the same 
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d2 
for $>. (a) and for $ H ( <£(. )(a)). Define $ . (m) such that 
°1 2 ul "l 
K[ •%* $ d 2 ° ^
( d j } f°r a u ^ d 2 ^ t . 
11.11. We prove that $ d : ^(d,) — . v (& is really a func-
tor: For every a e obj Tf(d-), $ . (a) is really an object of 
1 
D d ' Le* m De a m o r P h i s m *n ^(d,) from an object a into a'. 
Denote |>d (a) = (X,4 R d|dr d ^ ) , <|>d (a ') = (X ' ,-f Rd |d> d ^ ) . We have 
to verify that the map f=$>d (m) is RdRd-compatible, d>d,. Since 
f maps elements of X into X' as ^ ( ^ ( H , Km)),' it is R.Rx-compa-
tible . Let dn^D, d,^ d2 < t be given. We have to show that f is 
r̂i R.H -compatible. Denote m.= C r f ^ )1 (m). Let v . be in R. u2 a-, x o^ * >a °2 




2)(a))). Since M is the Cayley-Mac Lane 
representation of k., M(m.) sends x to x' =m. o x e $. ('tf (d )(a')), 
hence $ +(m.) sends the arrow v on the arrow v , . But xx x, jr 1 x , *y* 
x'=mt« x = (<f (* )(m))^(
cf(J )(o6))=r^(* )3 (^(d
2)(m) *>oG). 
Thus, by the definition of R^ , v , is in R^ so that f is 
2 '* 2 
**ri ̂ ri -compatible. 
a2 a2 
11.12. We prove that $ d with d, < t is full: let a,a'e ' 
e obj ^ ( d ^ , denote $ d (a) = (X,4Rd|d e d ^ ) , $ d (a') = 
= (X ' , - tRAd 2: d,}); let f: $ d (a) — > $ d (a') be a morphism in 
^ ( d - ^ , i.e. RdRd-compatible for all d2*d r Then X d (f): 
: X d ( $ d ( a ) ) — * 5 1 d < $ d ^
a'>> is a morphism in ^fQ(t). Since 
^ d ° $d = ^t° ^(d ^ and $t is full'» by I I - 8 ? t h e r e exists 
a (unique) morphism /3 e xf(t)(Srf (\ )(a)i
c€(l )(a')) such that t aJL ax 
*t(/&)» S j (f). The arrow vx g with x= <*>(* )d a>=- a( t) is in 
Rd , hence its f-image v' is in Rd . But f sends it to the same 
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arrow as Z J (f)> i.e. v'= v xi > a with x ' = [ ^ * (f)3 d a ( t ) ) = 
* [*t(ft)3 d a ( t )
) = t M (^):i ( 1a(t) } =fl • S i n c e V' = v/J,a is in 
R'l there exists (by the definition of R\ ) <c € (Stf (d, )(a,a') 
dj_» °1 l 
such that (<P(J ))(oc) = /3 . Then f = $ d (<* ) because the func-
tors $ d , S d » ̂ ( d )> $ t are faithful and ST* * $ d = 
- $t^(V-
11.13. Finally, let dQ=d1A d2 in D and 
^ ( H 1 ) tfCd.) ¥(* ) 
<«*o> Пt) 
*(rt
2) ЧЫ-V f(І ) 
be a subpullback in Cat ; a simple computation gives R. =R . A R. 
°o °l a2 















 , then y c o b j ^ d ) for some d< d. ,i = l ,2,hence d-*d ;and 
x=^C* )(oc.) for some morphism or. € c . f (d . ) (< t f ( d
i ) ( T ), xf(c|i)(a)), 
i = l,2: Since < ( * )(oc1) = x= <<?(* >(<*2) and the square is 
dn a subpullback, there exists acQ e. *€(dn)(<<f (d )0y) ,a) such that 
^ X r f ) . of 1 = 1,2, so that v e R d . 
o ' ^ 0 
11.14. Remarks, a) We constructed the simultaneous repre-
sentation $ such that, for every d 6 D and a e ob j *€(d ) , no 
Rd in $d (a) = (x>^Rrjld ~ d 0-) contains a j-cycle with j^9 and 
. o 
(X,R.) admits no morphism into any G-, . with j > 9 • This will be 
x -* > J 
used in III. 
b ) Let us denote by <& f (or (& Q d) f) the full subcategory 
of C- (or <& D .) generated by all the pairs (X,R) (or 
(X,*Rd|d. . .})) with X finite. If k is a finite category, M(a) is 
finite for all a € obj k. By CPT, 7.4 on p.52 and 5.1-3 on p.723, 
the Cayley-Mac Lane representation M:k—>- Set can be extended 
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to a full embedding ¥:k — > <Lrf. Inspecting the proof of the Lem-
ma, we see that 
if D is finite and each ^ ( d ) , d e D , is finite then there is 
a simultaneous representation <$ : ^ —**- ̂ p such that, for 
every d e D and every a e ob j T?(d), $ d(a) is in ( C* Q .)-. 
and 
I I I . The Main Theorems. Let R s X x X . Put t ( X , R) = (X,R u R * R) 
, i + l / tP(X,R)=(X,R), t 1 + i ( X , R ) = t ( t 1 ( X , R ) ) = ( X , R . + 1 ) . 
By an infinite iteration we obtain the transitive hull of R 
h(X,R) = ( X , ^ R.). 
Let us denote by h,t:Graph-—^Graph the corresponding functors, 
i.e. t(X,R)=(X,Ru Ro R), h(X,R)=(X, XJ^ R%) on objects 
t(f)=h(f)=f on morphisms. 
These functors naturally lead to the following commutative diagram 
Q* over the scheme <x) +1 = -{0,1,2,..., co } . 
Graph r—=* Graph 1—> Graph -Jir *r. . . Graph 
Theorem 1. A commutative diagram *€ over co+1 in CaX 
has a simultaneous representation in 3) iff all the functors Kn 
are faithful. 
Proof. 1) Since t, h and every $ :k„—> Graph in a simul-
taneous representation $= {4>n|n e co+l\: <€— * - 3) are faithful, 
every K™ must be faithful, 
2) To -prove the opposite implication, let us suppose that 
all the Kn 's are faithful. Then, by the Lemma in II, there is a 
simultaneous representation ^tf—> "&L ,, hence it is sufficient 
to find a simultaneous representation y * $ ¥ n|n G GJ+lJ : ̂  ,-» 2>i 
Let G. ., Z. ., be as in II.7. For an object (X,-f.R |n e *>+1)) of 
-»J - > J n 
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c^<y + 1(0) (by 11.14, we may suppose that no RR contains a j-cy-
cle with j>9 and (X^^) admits ncmorphism into any G-. . with 
j-,9)put 
(*,fW = (X.R^U.LJp G 3 1 0 + i > 
where 11 denotes the coproduct in Graph and denote the vertex 
^3,10+1 fy V 
3) In the graph (XjR^), we replace each arrow • ->i by 
a copy of the undirected graph (Y,S) below . 
(*) (Y,S): 
(For the exact description of (Y,S), see p.68 in CPT-3. The repla-
cing of any arrow in a directed graph by a copy of (Y,S) [descri-
bed with all details in IV.2 of tPTl] leads to a full embedding 
of Graph into the category of all undirected graphs, see 3.1 on 
p.107 in [PI).) Finally, we replace each edge 2 • in the ob-
tained undirected graph by a copy of the directed graph (Y,S) 
below. 
c _ e d (Y,S): 
We obtain a directed graph again, say (XjR^). This graph contains 
no consecutive arrows, hence R^ is transitive. We may suppose 
that during the replacing procedures we added some new vertices 
not changing the old ones so that X£ X". For every arrow r = (a,b) 
in R^ denote by E the set of the "middle vertices e" in all the 
copies of (Y,S) replacing the edges of the copy of (Y,S) replac-
ing r and put E n = a V R
 Er* W e d e f i n e y 0
: ^ w + l ^ ~~*" G r aP n a s 
follows: we construct Y (a) such that we start from (X,R^) and, 
for every i=0,l,2,. 1 -£ CÚ we join every 
x e E^\ Ei by a copy of a directed path p̂^ 
of the length 21+1 











If a,a'e obj <0-o+i(O)» f.a — > a' is a morphism of
 t ^ + 1(0). 
Y 0(f) is equal to f on X, identical on the vertices of 
.£L **3 10+i and e v e rY c°Py of (Y»S) (or (Y,S)) sends on the cor-
responding copy of it as "the identity". For m€a>+l, denote by 
<a>m the object of ^ . + 1(0) obtained from a = (X,-iRn|n t co +1}) 
by replacing all the relations R with n< m by the empty relation 
0.' Since, in the graph Y (a), consecutive arrows appear only in 
the copies of the paths p., we see that 
tm( Y0(a)) = V
< a V for m < o> , h( YQ(a)) = Y Q « a ^ ) . 
This implies that t • ̂ ^ • 1 W n + 1 ) «nd h • V V % + 1 0 
if we define Y : ^^+i( n) —>Graph, n *= o> , by 
yn(-MRjm.> n})= Y0(Xf-f Rm|m €co+l}) with Rm = 0 for m < n. 
This also reNp'uces the proof that every Y*. t$L + i(n) —^ Graph is 
a full embedding to a proof that Y : *6L+i(0) ""•*" Graph is a full 
embedding. However, the steps in the construction of Y , namely 
a) the adding of the graphs G-j in+i» i = 0 , l , . . . 
b) the replacing of each arrow (x,y) by a copy of (Y,S) 
c) the replacing of each edge by a copy of (Y,S) 
lead to a full embedding of (X,R^) into Graph. And the length of 
the paths p. forces that a compatible map f: Y (a) - ̂ *f ( a ) 
"recognizes" R for all n=0,l,2,... so that f= Y (g) for a morp-
hism g:a — * a ' of < ^ ^ + 1 ( 0 ) . 
Remark. For every m e oi , every diagram 
K* K? ¥?n K|" , 
ko 2 _ k i _ _ L _ ^ k 2 _ i - r ... ----Uic. 
of finite categories and faithful functors has a simultaneous 
representation 4 = $ $ .• |i = 0, .. . tm} in the diagram 
<6f _ _ * <&f _ _ > <fi,f _ _ * ... _ _ ^ <frf 
such that, for every a 6obj km, $ m(a) is already transitive. 
In fact, use II.14.b) and modify the proof of Theorem 1 (consi-
^ /v **-* * 
der (X,RR) = (X,R ) xi .iJ-0 G-, 1 Q . instead of the infinite copro-
duct). 
Ill.2. Theorem 2. Let s:Graph—> Graph be the functor 
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s(X,R) = ( X . R u R " 1 ) , s ( f ) 
Then a diagram *€ i n Ca& 
ko-JL^ kl 
has a simultaneous representation in the diagram 
Graph- s >• Graph 
iff K is f a i t h f u l . 
Proof. 1) If there is a simultaneous representation $: ^—^S) 
then K must be faithful, because s, $ , § 1 are faithful. 
2) If K is faithful, then there is a simultaneous represen-
tation *~t—>^L (where 2= -i 0,1} ,0 & 1), hence it is sufficient to 
construct a simultaneous representation Y: *̂[ -—> 5) . For an ob-
ject (X,-iR ,R,j) of ^n^ 0^ ^we may s uPP° s e that R1 contains no 
j-cycle with j>9, see 11.14) put 
(tf.ffj.) = (X,RX) u G3 1Q. 
In the graph (X,R,), we replace each arrow * **X by a copy of 
c d 
the graph (Y,S) (see (* )) and then replace each edge • • 
by the two arrows (c,d) and (d,c). Denote the obtained symmetric 
graph by Of,!?-,). We may suppose XSX. Choose a vertex z in Y, 
x4z4-y, and denote by z the vertex z of the copy of (Y,S), re-
placing the arrow reR,. We define Y : '-^(O)—> Graph such that, 
for a=(X,Ro,R1)e obj *%(()), we have 
$0(a) = (X,Rxu T) where 
T= i( Z^ 10,zr)|r s Rxi u{(zr, £^ in)|r e R0J • T h e rest of the proof 
is analogous to the previous proof. 
Remark. If k,, k« are finite (and K faithful) then *£ has a 
simultaneous representation in 
<k —si—>> G 
f f • 
III.3. Let us denote by Bi Graph the category of all bigraphs, 
i.e. all (XjRpRjj), where X is a set and R . £ X x X , i-1,2, and all 
f:(XtR1,R2>—^(X',R(,R2), which are R.R^-compatible, i-1,2. The-
re are two natural forgetful functors F.:Bi Graph—> Graph, i = 
=1,2, namely 
F1(X,R1,R2) = (X,R1),F2(X,R1,R2) = (X,R2), F^f)=F2(f) = f . 
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Thus, we obtain a diagram 
2): BiGraph 
Theorem 3 . A diagram *€ in Cat 
has a simultaneous representation in 2) iff the pushout in (Dai 
(**) 
\ f\ r\ r\ Mo 
is a subpullback in Cat and all the functors K., H. , i=l,2, are 
faithful. 
Proof. 1) Let there be a simultaneous representation 
# = * £ $ 0 , $ p $ 2 ^
: ^ """""* *3 • Then Ki» K 2 are faithful because 
$ i, i = l,2, and 3>Q are f a i t h f u l . Let (**) be the pushout of F i 
K1 and K2 in &cd . Denote by F:Graph Set the forgetful functor 





2 Ф0=ғ $ 2 ° K 2 hence there exists F:h Set 




, i = l,2. Since F <» $
i
 are faithful,, H
i
 must 
be also f a i t h f u l . To prove that the pushout (**) is a subpull-
back, it is sufficient to prove the following: if a,a'eobj k 
and o c . e k . (K . (a) ,K. (a')), i = l,2,are morphisms such that H,( ^\)-
= H2(oC2), then there exists ee-e k (a,a') such that K.(oc)= oc. 
for i = l,2. But H1(oc1)=H2(o62) implies (F o $1)(oc1) = (F p $2)(<*7)t 
i.e. the morphisms $..( oc..) : (X,R,)—>(X',R-T) and 
42(oc2):(X,R2)—>(X',R2) are carried by the same set-mapping 
f:X—>X'. Since'f is both R-R-T-compatible and RoRl-compatible, 
it is a morphism of BiGraph. Since 6 is full, there exists 
ocek0(a,a') with $ Q(oO=f. Then K^oc )= ̂  for i=l,2. 
2) Let us suppose that the pushout (;**) is a subpullback 
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in Ca& and all the functors K̂ ,, Hj. , 1 = 1,2, are faithful. Put 
D= -10,1,2,3$, where land 2 are incomparable and both are less 
than 3, 0 = 1 A 2 and apply the Lemma on the diagram ( . * * ) . Hence it 
is sufficient to construct a full embeddings Y : Cr* Q — > 
—-> BiGraph, ti: &*0 i—> Graph (where <G>*n Q is the full subca-
tegory of €• n 0, generated by all the a = (X,{R.| i = 0,. . . ,3*x)with 
R o = R l n R 2 ' R i £ R 3 f o r J = 1»2» R3 contains no j-cycle with j>9, 
and (X,R-») admit no morphism into any G-, . with j>9, see 11.14; 
• ' J 
and C * i, 1 = 1,2, is a 210-image of &*n Q) such that Y. "-£* = 
=Fi * •̂ o» i = 1»2- ^e construct the bigraph ^ ( a ) - - ^ , ^ ^ ) a s fol~ 
lows: We start from 
(X,R3) = (X,R3)xi G3 1QJJL G3 n . 
Choose one fixed orientation of the edges in the graph (Y,S) (see 
(# )) such that there is no directed path from x to y and no di-
rected path from y to x in the obtained directed graph; denote it 
by (Y,?); choose z€Y, x i z ^ y . In the graph (5f,TL), replace 
each arrow by a copy of (Y,?), denote the obtained directed graph 
by (X,iL). If rcR-, denote by z the vertex z in the copy of 
(Y,S) which replaces r. Put HrQ(a)=(X,T1 T 2), where 
Tj. = R 3u4( ^ 3 1 0 , z r ) | r € R 1 i , T2 = R3 u i( JL^^u,zp) |r e R2i 
If f :a —> a' is a morphism of <G*n Q, put ( ¥ (f )) = f(x) on X , -
( YQ(f))(x) = x on G3 1Q i-i G3 u and' T0(f) maps each copy of (Y,S) 
on the corresponding copy of it as "the identity". 
The proof that ¥ Q is a full embedding and that ¥ i o YQ= 
= Yi o X 0 , 1 = 1,2 (where ^((X^Rj >R3^) is defined as 
Fx( YQ(X,^R0,R1,R2,R3]:)) with Ro=R2=0 and analogously for 
^2((X,-*R2,R3$)), is analogous to the previous proofs and it is 
left to the reader. 
Remarks, a) If k , k«, k2 are finite, then the represented 
bigraphs and graphs can be constructed also finite, see 11.14 . 
b) The Theorem 3 can be generalized such that we investiga-
te not only bigraphs but n-graphs with larger n and more complex 
scheme for the diagram of the forgetful functors. Since this ge-
neralization is straightforward, we do not describe it here. 
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